Economic theory suggests that resources should be allocated in a way that produces the greatest outputs, on the grounds that maximizing output allows for a redistribution that could benefit everyone. In health care, this is known as QALY (quality-adjusted life-year) maximization. This justification for QALY maximization may not hold, though, as it is difficult to reallocate health. Therefore, the allocation of health care should be seen as a matter of distributive justice as well as efficiency. A discrete choice experiment was undertaken to test consistency with the principles of QALY maximization and to quantify the willingness to trade life-year gains for distributive justice. An empirical ethics process was used to identify attributes that appeared relevant and ethically justified: patient age, severity (decomposed into initial quality and life expectancy), final health state, duration of benefit, and distributional concerns. Only 3% of respondents maximized QALYs with every choice, but scenarios with larger aggregate QALY gains were chosen more often and a majority of respondents maximized QALYs in a majority of their choices. However, respondents also appeared willing to prioritize smaller gains to preferred groups over larger gains to less preferred groups. Marginal analyses found a statistically significant preference for younger patients and a wider distribution of gains, as well as an aversion to patients with the shortest life expectancy or a poor final health state. These results support the existence of an equity-efficiency tradeoff and suggest that well-being could be enhanced by giving priority to programs that best satisfy societal preferences. Societal preferences could be incorporated through the use of explicit equity weights, although more research is required before such weights can be used in priority setting.
Economic theory suggests that resources should be allocated in a way that produces the greatest outputs, on the grounds that maximizing output allows for a redistribution that could benefit everyone. In health care, this is known as QALY (quality-adjusted life-year) maximization. This justification for QALY maximization may not hold, though, as it is difficult to reallocate health. Therefore, the allocation of health care should be seen as a matter of distributive justice as well as efficiency. A discrete choice experiment was undertaken to test consistency with the principles of QALY maximization and to quantify the willingness to trade life-year gains for distributive justice. An empirical ethics process was used to identify attributes that appeared relevant and ethically justified: patient age, severity (decomposed into initial quality and life expectancy), final health state, duration of benefit, and distributional concerns. Only 3% of respondents maximized QALYs with every choice, but scenarios with larger aggregate QALY gains were chosen more often and a majority of respondents maximized QALYs in a majority of their choices. However, respondents also appeared willing to prioritize smaller gains to preferred groups over larger gains to less preferred groups. Marginal analyses found a statistically significant preference for younger patients and a wider distribution of gains, as well as an aversion to patients with the shortest life expectancy or a poor final health state. These results support the existence of an equity-efficiency tradeoff and suggest that well-being could be enhanced by giving priority to programs that best satisfy societal preferences. Societal preferences could be incorporated through the use of explicit equity weights, although more research is required before such weights can be used in priority setting. Key words: equity in distribution; resource allocation; survey methods; psychometric methods; cluster analysis. (Med Decis Making 2015; 35:94-105) C onventional health economic theory suggests that health care resources should be allocated in the way that produces the greatest aggregate health gains. These gains have most often been measured in terms of the quality-adjusted life-year (QALY), which summarizes quality of life and years of life. 1, 2 Under this model, any increase in quality, duration, or the number of patients benefiting is associated with a proportional increase in societal well-being. 3 This leads naturally to a policy of QALY maximization. Critically, this model assumes ''distributive neutrality,'' or that society is indifferent to how gains are distributed between different individuals. 3, 4 Welfare economics has typically justified its focus on maximization, and its disregard of distribution, by arguing that maximizing benefits allows for a redistribution that could make at least some people better off without making anyone worse off. 5 The question of how (or whether) gains should be redistributed is seen as a political concern, outside the scope of economics. This logic may not hold in health care, though, as it is not usually possible to consider the production of health separately from its distribution; production, in the form of health care, and the allocation of health to a specific patient happen simultaneously. 6 Furthermore, there is evidence of a societal willingness to sacrifice some potential QALY gains in order to promote equity in the distribution of those gains. 3, 7, 8 For these reasons, the allocation of health care resources can be seen as a matter of distributive justice as well as technical efficiency. Technical efficiency requires that the output from a given set of resources be maximized, while distributive justice requires that the costs and benefits of that output be fairly distributed. However, these two principles can often conflict: The most efficient allocation may be less fair, while the fairest allocation may be less efficient.
The degree to which society is willing to sacrifice efficiency for fairness or equity is known as the ''equity-efficiency tradeoff.'' 9, 10 This tradeoff implies that a more equitable intervention can be less efficient and still be preferred over a more efficient but less equitable intervention. There is a limit to this tradeoff, though, and at some point an equitable but inefficient intervention will be less preferred than a more efficient intervention with a less equitable distribution of benefits. Prioritizing programs that better satisfy societal preferences could arguably improve societal well-being, 11 and one way to do this is with ''equity-weighting,'' which would weight life-year or QALY gains to reflect their value to society, not to the individual patient. The necessary first steps are to identify what characteristics are relevant to society's conception of equity and to quantify the acceptable equity-efficiency tradeoff over each characteristic. These tradeoffs could be defined by decision makers, but it is argued that the moral legitimacy of the priority-setting process, 12 as well as public trust in the resulting decisions, 13 can be enhanced by societal participation.
A number of recent stated preference studies have explored the equity-efficiency tradeoff, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] but they disagree over the magnitude and whether societal preferences are in fact consistent with a QALYmaximizing decision rule. This study contributes to the debate by administering a discrete choice experiment (DCE) in a representative sample of the Canadian population as well as a convenience sample of decision-making agents. There were two main objectives: to test the consistency of respondents' preferences with QALY maximization, and if respondent preferences were not consistent with strict QALY maximization, to quantify the equity-efficiency tradeoff for equity-relevant characteristics. To provide some insight into whether decision-making agents reflect the way they believe the public would act, or the way they should act, a secondary objective was to compare the preferences of agents and the general public. It was expected that agents would be more consistent with QALY maximization and less likely to demonstrate a significant equity-efficiency tradeoff.
The next section describes a process of empirical ethics used to identify a set of attributes that could be considered both relevant and fair, as well as the development of the experimental design and the statistical methods used to model choice observations. The results of the analysis of the DCE responses are then described, including estimates of the equity-efficiency tradeoff for the different attributes included in the elicitation and a ranking of the different scenarios in terms of choice probabilities and equity weights. We then discuss the implications and provide a conclusion.
METHODS
The conduct of the DCE was based on a process outlined by Ryan 20 : identify attributes and levels, develop the experimental design, administer the DCE, and analyze the choice responses.
Identification of Attributes and Levels
Attributes were included in the elicitation through a process of empirical ethics, by which each attribute had to have empirical evidence of public support and be consistent with some coherent and defensible theory of justice. 21 An empirical filter ensures that the attributes are relevant to society, while an ethical filter contributes to the legitimacy of those attributes and avoids the ''moral relativism'' that may result from strictly empirical methods, whereby what is morally right or wrong is reduced to social consensus or a simple majority. 22 Empirical studies were identified using a pearl growing strategy, beginning with 3 comprehensive reviews. 3, 7, 8 Their bibliographies were searched, and the ''related articles'' feature of PubMed and Web of Science was used to identify other potentially relevant studies. Keywords from the reviews were also searched in PubMed, EconLit and Google Scholar. This review identified 14 unique characteristics or concepts, which were then reviewed with respect to their consistency with a defensible theory of justice. The theories of need, maximization, and egalitarianism, including Rawls' Difference principle 23 and Prioritarianism, 24, 25 were the principal theories used to justify the inclusion of an attribute, and these are briefly outlined in the online supplement.
The consistency of each attribute with different theories of justice was subjectively evaluated by the authors. The relevance of patient age, for example, was judged to be consistent with ''fair-innings'' egalitarianism as well as with gain and productivitymaximizing principles. The inherent, and arguably essential, subjectivity of this process is discussed later. Through this process, 4 attributes were judged to have evidence of public support and a defensible ethical justification: patient age, severity before/ without treatment, final health state with/after treatment, and the distribution of health gains. To distinguish between severity as proximity to death and severity as a poor health state, this factor was decomposed into life expectancy without treatment and initial health state. Duration of benefit also appeared relevant despite some ambiguity over its interpretation, although it would have been included in the elicitation regardless of the empirical or ethical evidence in order to facilitate the calculation of QALYs to test the principle of QALY maximization. It is also worth highlighting that a number of attributes included in similar elicitations were excluded by the process used here. Most notably, prioritization on the basis of a patient's responsibility for his or her illness had empirical support but was judged to have little ethical justification, 26 while priority on the basis of social role had ethical justification but little empirical support, and both attributes were excluded. See the online supplement for a complete list of the attributes considered and a summary of the empirical and ethical justifications for each.
To balance information on the shape of the utility * function with statistical efficiency, 27 each attribute was assigned 3 levels to allow for the identification of nonlinear preferences over a minimal number of scenarios. The assigned levels were evenly spaced across plausible ranges. The minimum initial life expectancy of 1 month represented imminent death while avoiding implausible combinations of zero life expectancy but positive utility, and the maximum life-year gain was chosen to be plausible in combination with maximum age and initial life expectancy. Distributional concerns were incorporated in the number of patients treated, but assigning appropriate levels was a challenge. An upper limit of 5000 patients was felt to be small enough to be comprehensible but large enough to allow for a meaningful distinction between the high and low levels. Finally, aggregate QALY gains were calculated as a function of the other attributes and included in each alternative to test respondent consistency with the principles of QALYs maximization. The set of attributes and their associated levels are shown in Table 1 .
Experimental Design
The number of possible combinations of attributes and levels is given by L A , where L is the number of levels and A is the number of attributes. 27 With 6 attributes of 3 levels each (3 6 ), there were 729 possible combinations. Illogical combinations where the net QALY gain with treatment was negative were excluded, as were scenarios where health state and life expectancy were unchanged before and after treatment. After these exclusions, there were 594 combinations in the candidate set. To reduce this to a manageable number, a D-efficient fractional The conception of ''utility'' used throughout is consistent with a conventional economic interpretation, where it represents the degree of preference for a particular good or alternative, rather than the narrower interpretation of utility as the degree of preference for a specific health state more common in health economic evaluations. factorial design was developed using published SAS macros. 28 Briefly, a D-efficient design seeks to maximize statistical efficiency-the precision of the parameter estimates for a given sample size-by identifying scenarios that minimize the variancecovariance matrix of a prespecified model. [29] [30] [31] In addition to requiring factors such as orthogonality, level balance, and minimal overlap, an efficient design requires utility balance, 32 or a roughly equal choice probability for each alternative in each choice set. Paradoxically, this means that an efficient experimental design requires knowledge about the very preferences that are being elicited. The experimental design was able to use preference information derived from a pilot study 33 to improve the utility balance and thus the efficiency of the design. The prespecified model included attribute main effects and an interaction between life-years gained and final health state.
The SAS design macros generated 18 choice sets with 2 alternatives each, which were divided into 2 blocks of 9. The experimental design also included tests of preference stability and nonsatiation, or dominance. In the test of preference stability, the position of the 2 alternatives from a choice set presented in the first half of the elicitation was reversed and they were re-presented in the second half. In the dominance task, a choice set was constructed where one alternative was unambiguously better than the other. The results of these tests were reported for information purposes but were not used to identify or exclude ''irrational'' respondents from the samples. Recent stated preference research has highlighted that seemingly irrational preferences can be based on rational reasons. 34, 35 Including these tasks resulted in a total of 11 choice tasks in each block.
Data Collection
Two groups were included in the survey. First, an age-sex representative sample of the Canadian population was drawn from an online survey panel maintained by Research Now, a market research firm. Second, a convenience sample of decision-making agents was invited to participate via e-mails and flyers distributed by the pan-Canadian Oncology Drug Review, the Canadian Association of Medical Oncologists, the Canadian Centre for Applied Research in Cancer Control, and provincial cancer authorities in Nova Scotia, Ontario, and British Columbia.
The elicitations were administered via the Internet. To provide a uniform context, respondents were told that the patient groups had different forms of cancer, but specific diagnoses were not mentioned and the alternatives were presented simply as Program A and Program B. Although labelled alternatives have the advantage of making hypothetical choice tasks more realistic and concrete, respondents may also use such labels to infer information that was not presented or intended as part of the task. 36 At the extreme, respondents might ignore tradeoffs between labelled alternatives and make their choices based on their perceptions of the labels alone. 37 Respondents were asked to imagine themselves as a societal decision maker responsible for allocating a fixed budget between 2 health care programs. They were told that both programs had the same cost but that the budget was only large enough fund one or the other. The actual cost and the overall budget were not specified. Brief descriptions of each attribute were provided to respondents, along with graphical representations of the individual QALYs gains associated with each alternative. Samples of the DCE task, the attribute descriptions, and the QALY graphs are available in the online supplement.
Choice Analysis
The choice analysis first tested the consistency of respondents' preferences with QALY maximization by counting how many of each respondent's choices maximized aggregate QALY gains. If a substantial proportion of respondents always chose the QALYmaximizing alternative (a dominant preference for aggregate QALY gains), it would imply that the other attribute levels had little or no impact on choices. 38 If most responses were not consistent with strict QALY maximization, the second objective was to quantify the equity-efficiency tradeoff for each attribute in terms of the willingness to trade life-year gains for a more equitable distribution of gains.
Choice responses were initially modelled using a pooled multinomial logit (MNL), but a latent class MNL was also tested to allow for unobserved heterogeneity in preferences. Latent class choice models assume that respondents can be categorized into 1 of 2 or more classes that share unobserved characteristics that affect choice. Preferences are assumed to differ between latent classes but to be homogeneous within classes. 39, 40 Different value functions were also tested. A strictly additive value function would imply that the utility derived from a particular attribute was independent of the levels of other attributes, while interacting attributes with life-years gained would imply that as gains derived from a program tend to zero so does utility, regardless of the level of the other attributes. 14, 41 Within each value function, continuous and dummy-coded parameters were tested. Alternative specifications were compared on the basis of Akaike's information criterion (AIC), which weighs model fit against parsimony by penalizing log-likelihood by the number of parameters in the model. 42 The specification that minimized AIC was preferred.
The equity-efficiency tradeoff for each attribute was measured in terms of compensating variation (CV), using individual life-years gained (LYg) as the numeraire. For each attribute, CV was estimated for upward and downward changes from the baseline (middle) level and can be interpreted as the willingness to sacrifice individual life-year gains in order to secure greater (lesser) priority for a more (less) desirable level. These foregone life-years would have otherwise accrued to members of the patient group under consideration, not the respondent. Since some scenarios could be much less preferred than the baseline state, it did not appear appropriate to use the usual Small and Rosen model to estimate CV, as this would depend on choice probabilities for scenarios that respondents may have preferred to avoid. 43 Instead, CV was calculated in the context of a ''state of the world'' model, assuming that each change would happen with certainty. 44 :
where b LYg was the coefficient on the life-years gained attribute, or the constant marginal utility of an additional life-year gained, and v 0 and v 1 were the utilities before and after a change in the level of attribute x, respectively. 44 Confidence intervals around the estimates of CV were calculated using the delta method. 45 Choice scenarios were also ranked by their predicted utility, allowing for attributes to vary simultaneously. Scenario utilities were calculated by weighting the attribute levels in each scenario by the coefficients derived from the choice model. The probability of choice was calculated relative to a reference scenario with all attributes at their middle level, although this scenario was not actually shown to respondents in the choice tasks:
where i was a scenario from the experimental design, ref was the reference scenario, and b and x were vectors of attribute coefficients and levels, respectively. 46 Equity weights were calculated by dividing the predicted utility of each scenario by the predicted utility of the hypothetical reference scenario. 14 The influence of respondent characteristics on membership in a particular latent class was assessed by transforming the predicted probability of membership in a particular class to the logit scale. 47 This was regressed against dummy-coded flags indicating agent status, postsecondary graduation, above median income, female, and above age 40. The relative effect of each factor (f) on the overall probability membership in class c (Pr(c)) was calculated as b f [1 -Pr(c)] Á Pr(c). 48 The statistical models were analyzed using NLO-GIT 4.0, and other analyses and graphical plots were performed using R statistical software (version 2.15.3) 49 and the ggplot2 package. 50 A threshold of 0.05 was adopted for most tests of significance, although a threshold of 0.10 was adopted to allow for the most inclusive set of predictive parameters in the choice models. 51 The elicitation and analyses were approved by the University of Sheffield Research Ethics Committee and the Capital Health Research Ethics Board, Halifax, Canada.
RESULTS
Data collection ran from November 2011 to March 2012. A total of 656 questionnaires were completed out of 738 begun, for an 85% overall completion rate: 595 of 640 (93%) from the general population sample and 61 of 98 (62%) from the agent invitations. Among respondents to these invitations, 44 identified as a decision-making agent and the remaining 17 were included with the general population sample. Twenty-one of the 44 (48%) identified as health system decision makers, 15 (34%) as oncology professionals, and 8 (18%) as both. The sample was broadly representative of the Canadian population in terms of age, gender, median income, and postsecondary graduation, although females in the 35-to 44-year age group were overrepresented.
The median completion time in the public sample was 9.5 minutes. Seventy-three percent of all respondents chose the same alternative in the repeated task. Agents were slightly but not significantly less likely than the general public to choose the same alternative in the repeated task (66% v. 73%, P = 0.41). Ninety-five percent of all respondents chose the dominant alternative in the test of nonsatiation, but agents were significantly less likely to choose this alternative than the general public (84% v. 96%, P = 0.003).
QALY Maximization
Respondents chose the QALY-maximizing alternative an average of 6.8 times over the 11 choice tasks, and the number of QALY-maximizing choices made by agents was not significantly different from the number made by the public (6.5 v. 6.8; P = 0.32). As illustrated in Figure 1 , only 2% of agents and 3% of the public chose the QALY-maximizing alternative in every choice task. However, 75% of agents and 74% of the general public made a QALY-maximizing choice in more than half of their tasks, and the average number of QALY-maximizing choices was significantly greater than the 5.5 out of 11 that would be expected by chance alone (P \ 0.001).
Choice Analysis
A 2-class latent MNL with continuous life-year gains, dummy-coded main effects, and continuous interactions had the best fit by AIC. This was preferred to a pooled MNL despite the penalty associated with the increased number of parameters, suggesting heterogeneity in preferences. The results of this model, overall and by latent class, are shown in Table  2 . The positive coefficient on individual life-years gained suggested a preference for larger life-year gains and supported its use as the numeraire in estimating compensating variation.
The CVs by latent class are detailed in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 2 . They show consistent preferences over age, life expectancy, and worst final health state across the 2 latent classes but significant and offsetting differences over initial health states, best final health state, and the number of patients treated. Respondents had a 48% probability of membership in class 1 and 52% in class 2, but the probability regression found that agents had a statistically significant 33% relative reduction in the overall probability of membership in class 1 (adjusted P = 0.04). From an overall class 1 probability of 48%, the probability of an agent belonging to class 1 was therefore 32%, with a corresponding 68% probability of membership in class 2. Agents were distributed between both classes, though, and interacting agent status with specific attributes did not reveal significant differences relative to the public sample. Other respondent characteristics were not significantly associated with class membership.
In interpreting the 2 latent classes, it is of interest to note that confidence intervals in latent class 2 were substantially tighter than the corresponding intervals for class 1 and that agents were statistically more likely to belong to latent class 2. As it seems reasonable to expect that agents might be more familiar with their preferences over the attributes tested here than the public, this suggests that the defining latent characteristic of the classes may have been the relative consistency and axiomatic quality of preferences (i.e., completeness, stability, and transitivity), rather than the relative direction or intensity of preferences.
Estimates of overall CV, weighting class-specific estimates of CV by the probability of being in each latent class, are shown in Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 3 . These estimates suggested significant and positive welfare effects associated with prioritizing younger and larger patient groups and patients with the greatest initial life expectancy. Conversely, there were significant and negative welfare effects associated with prioritizing older patients, those with the shortest initial life expectancy and the worst final health state. There were no significant welfare effects over the levels of initial health state or for the best final health state or the smallest patient groups relative to baseline levels.
In the ranking of scenarios by utility and choice probability (available in the online supplement), scenarios with larger individual QALY gains and individual life-year gains tended to be more favorably ranked. The 5 highest ranked scenarios had individual QALY gains in the top 20% of all scenarios, and 3 of the top 5 scenarios had aggregate QALY gains in the top 10%. Likewise, 7 of the bottom 10 scenarios had aggregate QALY gains in the bottom 20% across all scenarios. However, 4 scenarios among the top 10, all presenting 10-year-old patients, had aggregate QALY gains well below the median, and the 2 scenarios with the largest and the second largest aggregate QALY gains, in both cases accruing to 70-year-old patients, were ranked 8th and 29th, respectively, out of the 38 scenarios. Relative to the baseline weight of 1.0, scenario equity weights ranged from 1.77, indicating that that the most preferred scenario was 77% more valuable to respondents than the reference scenario, to negative for the least preferred group.
DISCUSSION
Recent elicitations have consistently found that greater life-year or QALY gains are preferred to less, but they have differed in their conclusions regarding societal support for QALY maximization. Some 14, 17, 18, 52 have concluded that there is a willingness to forego some potential health gains to prioritize particular patient characteristics, rejecting strict QALY maximization. Others 15, 16, 19 have concluded that observed choices are broadly consistent with a QALY-maximizing decision rule. Respondents to the DCE reported here tended to favor scenarios with larger QALY gains, but they were also willing to give higher or lower priority to patient groups with particular characteristics, suggesting some preference for distributive justice over strict QALY maximization.
Bryan and others 19 suggested that a majority of respondents maximizing QALYs gained over a majority of their choices may be sufficient to justify a QALY-maximizing decision rule, and by this standard there was some support, as a majority of respondents maximized QALYs in a majority of their choices. The scenario rankings, which allowed attributes to vary simultaneously, also suggested that respondents were consistent with QALY maximization to the extent that scenarios with larger aggregate QALY gains tended to be ranked more favorably. However, respondents were also willing to prioritize smaller QALY gains to preferred patient groups, particularly younger patients, while older patients and those in the best initial health state were often ranked less favorably, even when their gains were relatively large. This was reflected in the equity weights, where the relative value of a scenario was not proportional to its aggregate QALY gains. Together these suggest a violation of the presumption of distributive neutrality underlying QALY maximization. The relatively strong correlation between rank and aggregate QALY gains despite this apparent tradeoff appeared to reflect a ''nested'' ordering of preferences. Overall, respondents appeared willing to sacrifice QALY gains to prioritize younger patients, but within a particular age level, scenarios with larger QALY gains were preferred to scenarios with smaller QALY gains. Therefore, the preference for larger QALY gains appears to be nested within higher-order preferences for particular patient groups.
The notion of an equity-efficiency tradeoff was supported by the marginal analyses, which found statistically significant preferences for younger and larger patient groups and for greater individual lifeyear gains. Despite preferences for larger patient groups and greater individual life-year gains, however, the interaction between these two terms was not significant, suggesting that preferences for these factors were not related to a preference for aggregate life-year gains. Indeed, this interaction was negative and statistically significant in latent class 1, suggesting diminishing returns to aggregate life-years gained. Instead, it appeared to reflect a desire to distribute health gains to as many beneficiaries as possible, even if each beneficiary received a smaller gain than if benefits were concentrated among a smaller group. The unexpected overall aversion or indifference to initial severity may have reflected respondent expectations about prognosis or ability to benefit that did not take the presented life-year gains into account. There was also evidence of a reluctance to allocate resources to patients who would remain in a poor health state following treatment, although this did not translate into a preference for patients in the best final health state. This is consistent with an emphasis on achieving some minimum level of quality in the posttreatment health state rather than maximizing the quality of that health state, 7,53 casting doubt on the presumption of a strictly linear relationship between value and changes in health utility. Interestingly, the statistical model showed that attribute main effects were significant even after including interactions with life-years gained. This suggests that there may be value associated with treating particular patient groups even in the absence of health gains, consistent with arguments that society may desire a health care system that provides for aspects such as compassion, respect for dignity, and maintenance of hope, in addition to health gains. [54] [55] [56] This possibility was not specifically tested here, but future research would be useful in identifying nonhealth factors that might be associated with societal welfare gains.
The use of the latent class approach in the marginal analysis appeared unique among preference elicitations in health care and allowed for an interpretation of the responses in terms of individual choices as well as personal characteristics. The interpretation of different groups of respondents in terms of their preference consistency and axiomatic quality, for example, would not be possible with a conventional random parameters approach. In a similar vein, latent class methods have been used to identify inattentive respondents 57 and could help control for differences in the scale, or variance, among different sets of respondents. 58 The latent class approach also allowed respondents with the same characteristics to be probabilistically categorized into different classes on the basis of their observed choices, whereas a classic interaction approach would presume that everyone with the same observed characteristics must share the same preference for the interacted attribute. 40, 59 The analysis had a number of limitations. First, the empirical ethics review was unavoidably subjective, both in the interpretation of the different theories of justice and in judging the consistency of each attribute with these theories. Any application of empirical ethics, though, can be seen as a balance between a more objective interpretation of the empirical evidence-which leaves the process open to a charge of moral relativism-and more a subjective interpretation of competing theories of justice. The process described here favored ethical subjectivity over empirical relativity. Second, the final model specification was more complex than the model specified at the experimental design stage. This likely introduced some correlation between the parameters, but as the more complex model had a better fit than the prespecified model, it can be seen as sacrificing some precision in individual parameter estimates for greater overall explanatory power. Third, the elicitations were conducted in a cancer context, potentially limiting their generalizability. There are suggestions of a ''cancer premium'' relative to other diseases, 52, 60 although this was arguably negated here by the fact that both groups in each task had cancer, and no specific diagnoses were presented that might lead respondents to favor one group over the other. As a result, we would expect the tradeoffs observed here to hold in other disease contexts. However, it is still possible that there may be some interaction effects, where respondents valued particular attributes or levels differently because of the cancer diagnoses. Finally, although the calculated equity weights were consistent with the notion of an equity-efficient tradeoff, the appropriate calculation for such weights is unsettled. 14, 15 Different methods of calculation, as well as of eliciting respondent preferences, 61 tend to produce different weights, and as such, it would be premature to use these weights in priority-setting. As noted by Norman et al, 14 though, some of the differences observed between studies may stem from differences in the attributes included in the elicitations. In this respect, greater use of empirical ethics, as used here, may help to standardize the attributes over which preferences are elicited and improve the consistency of equity weights.
In conclusion, these results appear to reject strict QALY maximization as a preferred societal decision-making rule, as well as the presumption of distributive neutrality. Instead, societal wellbeing might be improved by giving relatively greater priority to programs that best satisfy societal preferences, although more research is required before explicit equity weights can be used in prioritysetting. 62 
